Enucleation of a Schwannoma with Median Nerve Preservation
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Abstract

Schwannomas are benign, encapsulated, slow-growing and usually solitary tumours originating from Schwann cells of the peripheral nerve sheath. Approximately 25-40% of cases are seen in the head and neck region and they are the most common peripheral nerve tumor of the hand and upper extremity. We report a rare case of the median schwannoma in a woman who had symptoms of pain and paresthesias, she was treated with complete enucleation of the tumor, preserving median nerve, she presented moderate sensory and motor sequelae, however with rehabilitation with physical therapy at 6 months post-surgery the patient only presents mild sensitive sequelae. This kind of complete excision can be considered standard treatment for these tumours, with no recurrences.
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Introduction

Neoplasms of the peripheral nervous system represent a heterogeneous group with a wide range of morphological characteristics and biological potential. They can vary from benign and curable through complete excision (such as schwannoma and perineurioma of soft tissues) to benign but potentially aggressive locally (plexiform neurofibroma) or highly malignant (malignant tumors of the peripheral nerve sheath). The most common peripheral nerve tumor in the hand and upper limb are schwannomas, benign tumors originating from Schwann cells. In most patients, these tumors remain asymptomatic when small. However, as the tumor grows and exerts pressure on the originating nerve, symptoms such as dysesthesias, pain, sensory loss, and weakness may occur. Schwannomas are considered entirely benign and do not undergo malignant transformation. The primary goal in the surgical resection of these lesions is to preserve nerve function and continuity.

Patient Information

The patient is a 46-year-old female who presents with a clinical condition that has been developing for 2 months. She experiences a sensation of a mass in the upper third of her left arm, in the medial region. The mass is causing incapacitating pain and is associated with paresthesias (tingling or prickling sensations) and slight reduction in the range of motion of her hand.

Clinical Findings

Upon examination, a palpable mass of 2x1 cm is identified in the upper left extremity, specifically in the superior medial region. The mass is immobile and has well-defined edges. The patient experiences pain when the mass is palpated, but there are no swollen lymph nodes in the axillary region. The range of motion and sensitivity of the hand are preserved.

Imaging Studies

MRI (Magnetic Resonance Imaging) of the left upper extremity in the proximal third specifically in the medial region reveals the following findings: (Figure 1-3)

Description:
• A hyperintense oval-shaped, well-defined image measuring approximately 1.8 x 1.1 x 1.7 cm is observed in the deep soft tissues.
• This image is dependent on the median nerve.
• Upon contrast administration, there is mild enhancement of the image (Figure 3)
• The tumor displaces the brachial artery and basilic vein in a posterolateral direction.

Surgical Intervention:

The enucleation of the lesion was performed under general anesthesia. The surgical procedure involved the following steps:
1. An incision was made in the left axillary region, and dissection was carried out through the various tissue planes until the tumor dependent on the median nerve was identified (Figure 4(a)).
2. The vascular and nerve bundle associated with the tu-
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The tumor was dissected circumferentially to ensure complete removal (Figure 4(b)).
4. The excised tumor specimen was extracted (Figure 4(c)).

The tumor specimen was sent for histopathological examination (Figure 5), which ruled out malignancy and confirmed the diagnosis of a completely resected conventional schwannoma measuring 1.8 cm.

Follow-Up:
During the immediate postoperative period, the patient experienced moderate sensory and motor sequelae. However, upon commencing physical therapy rehabilitation at 6 months postsurgery, the patient has shown significant improvement in her condition. Currently, the patient retains sensation throughout the hand and has preserved flexion of the thumb and hand pronation. The only persistent issue is a constant sensation of paresthesia in the dermatome of the median nerve.
Continuous follow-up and rehabilitation have been crucial in achieving these positive outcomes after the surgery.

Discussion and Conclusion
The block excision of nerve trunk schwannomas can lead to significant functional impairment. On the other hand, the meticulous enucleation of the tumor within the nerve trunk preserves most of the nerve fascicles and causes minimal deterioration of nerve function. Therefore, strict adherence to the principle of enucleation is of utmost importance for nerve preservation.

Figure 1: Sagital STIR: schwannoma. → Median nerve. ▲ Biceps short head. * Biceps long head.

Figure 2: Axial T2: yellow schwannoma, blue V. Basilic Vein, red Brauchial Artery, white humerus

Figure 3: Axial T2 axial with contrast. Yellow schwannoma, blue V. Basilic Vein, Red Brauchial Artery, white humerus

Figure 4: A.) tumor dependent on the Median Nerve B.) Median nerve after enucleation C.) Enucleated schwannoma.

Figure 5: Hematoxylin-eosin stain, Biphasic component of the Schwannoma, with Antoni A areas (hypercellular) and Antoni B areas (hypocellular).
function preservation. To achieve this, an accurate preoperative diagnosis based on clinical findings and imaging studies is essential.
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